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Mr. Mom

Unexpected

School

by Madeline Hyatt

Tragedy
by Rebekah Taft

Three Covenant students, along
with Professor of Education
Daphne Haddad, canceled their
spring break trip to the Middle
East in the wake of recent
violence in Iraq’s Kurdish north,
where American teacher Jeremiah Small was fatally shot on
March 1 by a student in his own
classroom.
According to sophomore team
member Pauli Dillard, Small’s
head was still bowed in morning prayer when an 11th grade
student stood up from the back
of the classroom, shot Small
three times, and then fatally shot
himself.
News of Small’s death surfaced
just hours before the Covenant
team was scheduled to depart
Nashville for Iraq. The plan was
to spend over a week observing the three Classical Schools
of the Medes (CSM), one of
which, located in the northern
city of Sulaymaniyah, was where
33-year-old Small had been a
humanities teacher for 6 years.
Continued on page 2News

Future President Halvorson addresses student body.

Annie Huntington

Dr. Derek Halvorson

Named Sixth President
by G. Mullaney & A. Belz

Covenant’s brand new president,
Dr. J. Derek Halvorson, greeted
the student body with an enthusiastic “Good morning, fellow
Scots!” The energy pulsating in
the room burst into applause as
Halvorson took the stage and
told the packed-out chapel, “This
has to be one of the best days of
my life.”
Old friends and faculty all

greeted the new president, his
wife, and two children. “I can’t
think of a person who excites me
more than Derek Halvorson,”
said present President Niel Nielson. “He knows this place and
loves this place.”
Choosing Halvorson is a decision following a full year of the
presidential search committee
deliberating over a total of 111
names of presidential candidates.
The job hasn’t been easy.

“We’re not just a college. And
we’re not just a Christian college,” said Chairman of the
Board Martin Moore. “We are
Covenant College — looking for
someone who appreciated that
was the goal. Covenant is a jewel
that needs to be protected.”
Board member and Covenant
alum Joel Belz has been on the
past three presidential search committees. “Great college presidents
Continued on page 3News

Generally speaking, men are not
moms. So when word gets out that
a male professor taking maternity
leave—there might be some qualms.
Who is this man challenging
gender roles? It’s one of Covenant’s
own sociology professors, Dr. Matthew Vos. Is he partaking in his own
sociological experiment? No. In fact,
Dr. Vos and his wife Joan are adopting their third child: a six-year-old
boy from China.
To accommodate his new son’s
adjustment, Vos will teach only half
of his course load in the fall with the
other half being taught by the new
adjunct sociology professor Chris
Robinson.
As many Covenant students know,
Dr. Vos is an ample supplier of classroom comic relief. “It would be hard
to pull off my maternity leave if my
name was something more feminine-say KELLY for instance,” he said.
But do not mistake his comedy for
flippancy.
Dr. Vos and his wife adopted their
first daughter, Kate, eight years ago
from Bulgaria. With dark eyes and olive skin, Vos described her as a “beautiful gift from God.”They adopted their
second daughter, Rose, who is now 7
years old, from northern China.
With this experience, the Vos family
will re-embark to China for the adoption of their third child. His name is
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Wu Ming, which translates into “No
Name.” In less than 6 months this
child will have a name - Alec Vos.
The Vos’s did not feel bereft or
needy for more children when considering adopting Alec. Rather, they
were inspired. “There was space in our
hearts for one more child,” he said.
For Vos, adoption is beautiful. He
even deems it “theological” because
“adopting parallels Christ’s aim at
marginalized peoples.” After spending extensive time in orphanages in
Bulgaria and China, the Vos family
saw how all of the children had the
same potential for a new life and
safety. But their daughters, Kate and
Rose, are now safely in America.
There is redemption in that.
With this in mind, it is clear that
Dr. Vos is on a mission to prove that
adoption is not just for the “specially
called” or only for infertile couples.
Adoption is another way to extend a
hand to “the least of these.”
In addressing his desire to take a
“maternity leave,” Vos recognized the
need for clarification of the term itself.
Most relate it to pregnancy recovery,
but it is much broader. The time of a
child’s life during a maternity leave

is actually the time period where a
parent incites bonding with a new
child. Dr. Vos is intentionally making
himself available for his new son in
order to provide this crucial nurturing.
In doing so, one could argue that he is
actually stepping into his role of being
the “man of the house.”
“Alec will arrive in America without any language skills. He will be
shocked and grieving. It is the role of
a man, and of a father, to help soothe
a son’s discomfort,” said Vos. “It is a
testimony to what fathers can do, and
it is a symbolic move away from the
aloof masculine model.”
Ben Scott, a senior and current student of Dr. Vos, admires Vos’s attitude
toward adoption. “If one converses
with Dr. Vos about his family, it is clear
that there is fervency within him. He
has a vision for the church to make
adoption more normative,” Scott said.
The Covenant faculty and staff
have been intentional in their encouragement of the Dr. Vos’s efforts.
His fellow professors have shown full
support. But humor about the situation persists. English professor Gwen
Macallister, who just had her fourth
child and just returned from maternity leave to finish classes, remarked
that she is “looking forward to seeing
if Dr. Vos will join a women’s Bible
study” as he embarks for maternity
leave this fall.

“The schools had been closed.
It would have been a very
inconvenient time for us to be
there,” said sophomore Georgia
Granholm, who was a student
member of the team along with
Dillard and sophomore Zack
Wear. “We have said over and
over again that that timing [of
when we heard the news] was a
huge blessing.”
Organized by Haddad, the
purpose of the trip was “to
introduce the schools to Covenant College education students who might want to pursue
overseas teaching opportunities
and to explore the possibility of
my returning to conduct some
teacher-training workshops for
teachers.”
All three CSM schools were
planted by Nashville-based
Servant Group International and
follow a classical Christian curriculum, though draw 95 percent
of their students from Muslim
families who want their children
to have good English instruction.
Dillard, daughter of Servant
Group International’s director Dave Dillard, was the most
familiar with the area. Having
lived there in 2007 and returned
for long periods of time since
then, Dillard and her family
knew Small well, and she had
looked forward to introducing
him to her fellow travellers.
“We would have sat in on his
class and talked with him during
our time there, then eaten with
him that night,” said Granholm.
In addition, Small was supposed
to house Wear during their stay
in Sulaymaniyah.
What provoked the shooter’s
actions is still unclear as there
was no sign of an argument be-

tween teacher and student prior
to the event. According to Dillard, “Bayar and Jeremiah were
good friends. They spent a lot
of time together, and they had
known each other for years.”
What is clear, however, is that
Small was a committed educator and loved his students dearly.
A statement by Servant Group
International said that “Jeremiah
continued to return to Iraq to
teach year after year because of
the great changes and hope he
saw in the lives of his students.”
Based on the slew of comments posted to Small’s Facebook page after his death, it
seemed that students loved “Mr.
Jer” as much as he loved them.
“You were not just my teacher
for two years, you are my teacher
for life,” said former student

Chira Amin. Another past student, Rozh Aram, wrote a poem
for Small, ending it with, “It was
sad how we lost a hero; a friend,
a teacher, and a hero.”
Small’s family flew to Iraq
soon after his death to bury
him in the land and among the
people he had cherished. In
addition, a Nashville memorial
service took place last Sunday
which Dillard and Wear both
attended.
“We are sure that Jeremiah
wanted to die serving his students and serving the Lord. He
said so just a month before his
death. He loved his Kurdish
students dearly,” said Dillard.
The Covenant team will most
likely reschedule their trip for
some time in the next year.

Faculty Quote of the Week
“Outside? You want to go outside? What do you think this is... Doctrine?!”
- Dr. Green in Modern Middle East
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don’t grow on trees! They are not
a dime a dozen,” he said. “And I
have to tell you the task has gotten
harder rather than easier.”
In an increasingly complex
college and context, and as past
presidents have continued to
raise the bar for his successor,
Belz said that the committee
knew that finding a good president would be a challenge.
Our New President
Dr. Derek Halvorson graduated
from Covenant with a B.A. in
history. Halvorson continued
pursuing his study of history, obtaining his M.A. at the University of Arizona and his Ph.D. at
Loyola University of Chicago.
No stranger to college presidency, Halvorson has been president of Providence Christian
College in Pasadena, California,
for the past two years. During
his time at Providence, Halvorson focused a significant portion
of his time on fundraising for
the fledgling Christian college in
addition to leading the college to
its largest freshman class.
Halvorson and his wife,
Wendy, have two children — son
Banks and daughter Whitman.
Halvorson and his wife have retained their church membership
at Lookout Mountain Presbyterian Church throughout their
time in California, and will most
likely be returning to LMPC.
“We’ll be returning to a home of
sorts,” said Mrs. Halvorson.
Even with little to go on, students were immediately enthusiastic about their new college
president. Sophomore Matt
Gorter reacted to the news: “I
got to know Dr. Nielson over
the past year. It’s sad for me
to see him go, but I’m excited
to see that the new president
shares the values and passions
of Dr. Nielson.”
Additionally, students are happy to welcome a new presidential
family to Covenant College. “His
family seems really sweet,” said
freshman Nevi Castro-Miller,
“and I’m excited to get to know
him and see what he does with

Annie Huntington

Covenant College.”
Students were not the only
ones buzzing with excitement. Dr.
Bill Davis told The Bagpipe that
he’s been threatening since last
June to wear a “Team Derek” tshirt in support of Derek Halvorson’s presidential candidacy.
Covenant and Providence
As if the day weren’t exciting
enough, in a statement released
just minutes after the new
president was announced, Chairman of the Board Marty Moore
divulged that along with selecting a new president, the Board of
Covenant College unanimously
voted to sign a letter of intent
with Providence Christian College that expressed “Covenant’s
intent to acquire Providence.”
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Dr. Jeff Hall explained,
“The way to think about it is
that we’ll be doing a thorough
investigation to see if there can
be some sort of combined effort.”
Hall further explained that
this letter of intent is nonbinding and that if a partnership
were to occur, the colleges would
operate under the umbrella of
Covenant College. Accreditation
will factor into the investigation,
and Providence Christian College must be up to Covenant’s
accreditation standards if the two
schools were to partner.
“I personally feel excited that
Providence and Covenant could

collaborate. Covenant would offer programs we don’t have, and
Providence has a cool location
and feel,” said Covenant alum
and Providence admissions representative, Max Belz.
The idea of merging lightens the blow that Providence
takes in losing Halvorson as its
president. “Dr. Halvorson cares
about Providence,” said Belz. “Of
anybody, he knows Providence’s
needs and capabilities best.”
Founded in 2001, Providence
is a small, reformed Christian
college in Pasadena, California,
that closely mirrors Covenant’s
start in the same city over half
a century ago. Covenant alumni
heavily populate the faculty and
staff of Providence Christian
College, so the move to investigate the acquisition of Providence is understandable.
Nielson’s Future
Moore described the whole process of transition as “bittersweet.”
And President Niel Nielson is
savoring each moment at Covenant and planting memories of
the calendar of events as he experiences them for the last time.
Meanwhile, his upcoming
plans are shaping up as well. “I’ve
been grateful for those intervening months because new players
have entered the mix,” he said.
Nielson is now working to
form a group that, while separate
from the Maclellan Center for

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editors Rebekah Taft at rebekah.taft@covenant.edu.

Christian Education, would put
the funding, guidance, and overall strategy of the Center into
“delivery bottles.”
It will be 18 to 24 months
before this still unnamed venture gels, but Nielson hopes to
create a place where the ideas
for Christian education will be
made into practical application
through sets of curriculum and
teaching training.
Mrs. Dr. Kathleen Nielson will
keep writing and is working on
another volume on the Psalms.
She is also working with the
Gospel Coalition as the Coordinator of the Women’s Initiative
and the Charles Simeon Trust as
a member of its board of trustees.
Nielson can’t imagine looking
forward to the future without the
last ten years at Covenant. “God
never wastes anything,” he said.
Friday’s chapel will go down
as one of the rowdiest in recent
Covenant history. There were no
pranks, there were no costumes
— just a new president and an
excited student body.
“I couldn’t be happier to come
back,” said Halvorson. “I’m convinced that Covenant offers an
education like no other and I’m
happy to be back to contribute
to the college.” His wife agrees.
“We are really excited. We’ve
always wanted to return to the
mountain.”
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Open Your Heart
by Walter Somerville

Brooklyn rockers The Men have
never played by any rules but
their own. So it should come
as no surprise that in a time
when obtuse instrumentation
and cryptic themes signify good
music, The Men have created an
album that is both accessible and
genuinely positive, all without
sacrificing any of their raucous
energy .
The album, adeptly titled Open
Your Heart, plays out like one
long jam session, with fevered
guitar and drum solos (when was
the last time you heard one of
those?) punctuating tracks right
before psychedelic instrumental
reprieves. The drums are relentlessly fast, falling somewhere
between the Ramones and more
traditional rock beats, driving
the songs to a break-neck pace.
The high energy never becomes
overwhelming, though, thanks to
the acoustic “Candy” and the instrumental pieces (“Oscillation,”
“Country Song,” “Presence”)
that bookend each of the louder
songs. In fact, more than half
of the songs on the album are
essentially instrumental, though
you may not notice. The songs
are dynamic enough to keep you
interested even with the occasional absence of vocals.

When there are vocals,
however, they range somewhere
between hardcore punk, such as
Minor Threat, and more radio
friendly, like the Foo Fighters.
The vocals are delivered with the
intensity of early Bruce Springsteen and Sonic Youth (the band
was humorously dubbed Thurston Moore and The E-Street
Band by The New York Times).
Lyrically, the album is perpetually positive and easy going.
All four members of The Men
are hitting middle age now, and
they are content with where
they are. In the acoustic strummer “Candy,” frontman Chris
Hansell, exclaims, “When I hear
the radio play / I don’t care that
it’s not me!” The Men are beyond
chasing after fame — they just
love the music, even if it’s not
their own. This honesty is what
makes an album like Open Your
Heart so special. In the act of
paying homage to their idols, the
music is elevated to a level you
can only attain if you don’t try,
only if you really mean it.
If you’re looking for an album
that is positive amidst all of the
darkness of today’s media, or if
you just want some no-frills rock
‘n’ roll, complete with guitar solos
and quick drums, then check out
The Men. You may be surprised
by what you hear.

Kardashians
by Grace Mullaney

If you’re scratching your head,
wondering who in the world
these “Kardashian girls” are,
there’s no better introduction to
the women than their very own
Twitter feeds.
Over 13 million people saw
Kim Kardashian tweet last week,
“Has anyone's mouth ever quivered with fear before eating sour
patch kids & sweet tarts, knowing u are about to eat something
so sour! LOL.”
While Khloe Kardashian is
often the butt of many jokes,
her six million followers don’t
seem to mind reading unending
tweets about how much she loves
Lamar “lam-lam” Odom (her
basketball player husband) and
his team, the Lakers.
Bringing up the rear is big
sister Kourtney’s Twitter. Five
million people read her tweet
about a bedtime ritual with son,
Mason: “Story time! What books
should we read tonight? Thinking The Lorax and Goodnight
Moon.”
Kourtney, Kim, and Khloe
Kardashian haven’t always been
in the spotlight. It wasn’t until
1995 when Robert Kardashian
— their late father — defended
O.J. Simpson in the O.J. trial
that the public began to seriously
notice the Kardashian family.

Behind the Kardashian phenomenon is Kris Jenner, the girls’
mom (who has since married
Bruce Jenner, the Olympic athlete). Kris is much more than a
mom and grandma; she manages
each of her daughter’s careers,
giving her the title “Momanager.”
The Kardashians have gone
through numerous ups and
downs — they have all often
grieved the loss of their father,
have dealt with sex scandals, and
sibling rivalries, just like the rest
of us...sort of. The Kardashians
leave the rest of us behind when
it comes to money, glamour, family drama, and trashy class.
Far from simply being famous for, well, being famous,
the Kardashian girls have built
D-A-S-H boutiques around the
country in Miami, LA, and New
York. The women never stop, and
if they had attended Covenant
College, their entrepreneurial
spirit would have made them
great Seed Project candidates.
These girls work their butts off
traveling to take care of the
D-A-S-H stores, preparing for
magazine shoots, and filming
their reality TV shows — Keeping Up with the Kardashians,
Kourtney and Kim Take New York,
and Khloe and Lamar.
If you’re hoping to katch up
with the Kardashians this year,

here are a few things you need to
know:
• Kim used to date Reggie
Bush, then dated Kris Humfrees, then married him, and
is now divorcing him.
• Kourtney has a son named
Mason with Scott — a
“douche lord” according to
Khloe — and they are having
another child soon.
• Scott has seemed like a maniacal alcoholic in past years,
but recently has been much
more loving and kind to
Kourtney and her family. He
seems to be shaping up.
• Khloe is married to Lamar
Odom who she calls “lamlam” and is obssessed with.
She goes to every home Laker
game and loves her family.
• Kourtney and Khloe are often
portrayed as better friends
with each other than with
their diva sister Kim, and the
tension between the three
girls is evident.
All this sound too good to be
true? Keep up with the krazy
family for yourself by tuning in
to E! network on Sundays at
10:00 p.m.
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Strawberry Fields for Foreman
by Dr. Cliff Foreman

If I had bought stock in John
Lennon’s reputation back when
I was a fan of his, I could sell it
now and retire on my earnings.
Some of that can be attributed
to his having been assassinated
—that put him in a class with
the great heroes of the sixties — King and the Kennedys.
But much of this valuable stock
comes from the world having
caught up with his idealism and
his musical innovations. Some
of the acclaim he receives is
simply stupid. I’ve never understood why people get teary
eyed and dreamy when they
hear “Imagine,” for instance:
“Imagine there’s no heaven”?
I’d rather not, thank you, and I
imagine all the people will be
more likely to live in peace if
they believe there is one — and a
hell, too. But at his best, Lennon’s witty inventiveness is stunning, and when he is honest
about life his lyrics are illuminating. Lennon is at his best in
what I think is his masterpiece,
“Strawberry Fields.”
“Strawberry Fields” is a surprisingly honest description of a
vaguely troubling unreality. The
singer seems to be pledging his
allegiance to “Strawberry Fields
forever,” but the ambiguity of his
seemingly confident statements
and the lazy, despairing tone of
voice in which he sings them
show that he is uneasy about
what he has committed himself
to. In one sense, “Strawberry
Fields” seems to be some sort of
call to arms: trumpet calls are
heard in the background and at
the end of the song a dreamy
march is heard in the sound
collage. But though the phrase
“Strawberry Fields forever”
resembles such pledges of allegiance as “the stars and stripes
forever” and “solidarity forever,”
it’s sung more with dread than
with enthusiasm. It sounds more

like a life sentence than a life
commitment. Strawberry Fields
is where the singer will be
forever. And what sort of a
place is Strawberry Fields?
Primarily, it is a place of unreality and uncertainty. “Nothing is real” there. The
singer assures us that
there’s “nothing to
get hung about,”
but his tone isn’t
convincing. In
Strawberry

Fields
one lives
“with
eyes
closed”
and sees
only “misunderstanding,” a word
that can refer
to confusion or
painful
disagreement. The
singer
seems to
have lost
touch with
other people,
with reality,
and even with
his own
identity. “It’s
getting
hard to be
someone”
he admits,
and he
can only claim
that he
“always — no,
sometimes
— think[s] it’s
me.”
This unreality is troubling and
confusing. The voice becomes
more and more unsure and contradictory as the song progresses.
His tree is either high or low in
comparison to others’. Things are

both “all right” and “all wrong.”
In the final verse the singer says
three times that he only thinks
he is correct. He can only
make one confident assertion, “You know I know
and it’s a dream,”
but can one be
confident
about

a

dream?
This uncertainty
leads to
isolation; the singer
can’t “tune
in” any longer; he only picks up
the confused undertones that
permeate the song.
While the song’s imagery
is rather bare — there are the

strawberry fields and a tree —
the diction is fascinating. Lennon loved to play with clichés
and colloquialisms and to fill
them with ambiguous meaning.
The singer asserts that “it all
works out,” but translates that
to “it doesn’t matter much to
me.” He absently says
“it’s all right,” then
clarifies: “That
is, I think it’s not
too bad.” This is, of course,
what “all
right”
often

means,
but the
juxtaposition is
Urbandai.com
troubling.
In the last
verse the
singer admits that the opposite
is true, that “it’s all wrong,” but
by that he only means “that is
I think I disagree.” Confusion
combines with lethargy: it’s
all wrong but it’s all right and
there’s “nothing to get hung
about,” so we might as well let
him take us down to Strawberry

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editor Walter Somerville at walter.somerville@covenant.edu

Fields.
The song is an amazingly honest confession of a leader who
doesn’t know where he is going.
The confusion and the clichés
underscore the mindlessness of
the process of being taken down
to this dreamy underworld of
isolation and uncertainty. Lennon is parodying himself and all
of us who were dreamily following him. Follow me, he as much
as says, I’m pretty sure that I
don’t know where I am going
or even who I am. Lennon was
taking a lot of LSD at the time
and that partially accounts for
the mood of the song. It pictures
the eagerness of people in my
generation to escape from reality into a wonderland that we
knew nothing about under the
influence of leaders who has no
sense of where they were going.
Of course none of us
heard the parody or heard
the song as a warning.
Art often has that effect; it
memorializes and even beautifies
what it parodies and exposes. We
all thought it was wonderful to
inhabit the private hell of someone as cool as Lennon, and we let
him take us down. In the ‘80s, a
committed Christian by that time,
I saw people react the same way to
“Hotel California” from the Eagles.
“Strawberry Fields” as much as
screamed “don’t come here,” but as
Paul Simon sang in “The Boxer,” “a
man hears what he wants to hear
and disregards the rest.”

Don’t Forget!

Wednesday, April 4th is
the deadline for contributions to Tim Goldsmith’s
SIP art installation.
Email Tim at timothyegoldsmith@gmail.com
if you have objects ready
or questions.
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Secrets of the Heart
by Carre Coy

I have recently realized just
how many secrets I have heard
over my past three semesters at
Covenant College. Whether true
or false, all secrets are to remain
unrepeated. Living in such a
small Christian community can
sometimes be stifling when these
inner vices are exposed for all
our friends and neighbors to
see. This is how we earn labels
and stereotypes as the “party
girl” or the “gay guy.” As believers in Jesus Christ, we are called
to love our brothers and sisters
just like Christ first loved the
church. Ephesians 5:1-2 states,
“Be imitators of God, therefore,
as dearly loved children and live
a life of love, just as Christ loved
us and gave himself up for us as
a fragrant offering and sacrifice to God.” So the question
remains: how can we best love
our brothers and sisters in their
secret lives?
Despite its good intentions,
Covenant College’s contract
makes honesty about sin a more
complicated issue. It enforces
punishment and therefore causes
students to be timid about coming forth to their peers about
current struggles. It’s intriguing just how much emphasis
is placed on certain sins over
others. Drinking, drugs and
homosexuality are kept closer
under wraps than issues such as
physical intimacy before marriage (making out in all sorts
of not-really secret alcoves on
campus) and stealing (food from
the Great Hall). My question is
not how contract can be changed

to better encourage students to
walk down the right path, but
rather how we as Christian peers
can best love our brothers and
sisters who are sinning in secret.
There are three kinds of students who struggle with closet
sins. The first kind of student
knows he is doing something
wrong and recognizes the
problematic behavior. He wants
help, but feels discouraged and
doesn’t know whom he can trust.
The best way to love him is to
be a listener. RAs and DCs are
trained to listen and give advice,
but there are also other options
such as upperclassmen students,
men and women within local
churches and counselors. If you
have a friend who confides in
you then listen to him, continue
frequently checking in, pray with
and for him and encourage him
with scripture. Judging someone
for their sin is the easiest way
to lose the privilege of being
confided in. God promises us
that our lives will be filled with
trials and temptations, but we are
never meant to face our struggles
alone.
The second type of student
involved in secret sin does not
realize she is sinning. This then
becomes her loving sisters’ (possibly brothers’) responsibility
to care enough for her to call
her out. Jesus lovingly corrected his disciples when they
were wrong. There are definitely
some qualifications in how this
is done. I am not talking about
going up to a random stranger
and saying, “Hey! I heard you
hooked up with Bobby Joe over
the weekend… like everyone

knows. Don’t you realize God
wants you to remain pure until
marriage?” I’m referring to loving
our closest friends, the ones who
we would want to call us out on
things too. Whether we realize
we are sinning or not we will still
be eventually held accountable
for our actions.
The final type of student may
be the most challenging one of
all: the student who knows he is
sinning and just does not care.
Ultimately, this comes down to
an issue of the heart and not
necessarily an issue of the particular sin in which he is involved.
We all know people like this
because we live in such a sinful world. So how do we react?
First, I believe we are called to
begin in prayer. Matthew 21:22
states, “If you believe, you will
receive whatever you ask for in
prayer.” So first we pray and then
we (once again) confront him in
love. It is not up to us to decide
if someone is a Christian or not
based on their actions. Instead
we should be praying again and
again for him. God is the only
one who can change hearts.
I mean no offense to any students going through any of these
stages. I have been in all three
stages at some point over the
past several years. God uses these
trials so that later we can be the
ones counseling those experiencing the same things. Remember,
our sin does not define who we
are. We are God’s sacred people
and his adopted children who
live in a world full of brokenness
and sin. Don’t live a life of sinful
secrets. Bring them to Jesus and
be free.
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Primaries
by Zach Knuth

After the smoke clears from the
battles on Super Tuesday, and
primaries in Alabama and Mississippi, Mitt Romney remains
the frontrunner in the race for
the Republican Party presidential nomination. He’s now eight
for fourteen this March, picking
up winning percentages in twice
as many states as runner-up
Rick Santorum.
Romney consistently does
well in state primaries where
voters are looking for a foreign
policy hawk and fiscal conservative. He’s claimed victories in
most of the states he won back
in the 2008 primaries, in addition to many states where John
McCain won. Santorum’s strong
social conservative platform has
done well in states that Mike
Huckabee collected in 2008.
Santorum is now competing with Newt Gingrich for
second place. Gingrich’s loss of
the projected foothold in the
south has allowed Santorum to
nearly double his delegate lead.
Georgia’s Peach has only picked
up percentage wins in two
states. It’s hard to determine
what Newt’s game plan for the
remainder of the primaries will
be, or whether he really has one.
It would ultimately be beneficial for Santorum if Newt drops
out, allowing him to focus his
campaign in states where Romney is projecting wins.
As for Ron Paul, Charles
Krauthammer has already
pointed out in an article published in the Chicago Tribune,
in January of this year, that
the Texas Representative isn’t
getting out of the race any time
soon. Paul isn’t in the race to
win. He’s concerned with con-

solidating a libertarian movement within the GOP. Paul
certainly seems to succeed in
this respect. He manages to beat
Santorum and Gingrich in some
states, and continues to get his
“crackpot” constitutionalism
media coverage.
While Paul may remain in the
race for the long run he poses
no threat to Romney’s nomination. Gingrich would need to
come up with big wins in New
York, Texas, Pennsylvania, and
California to make up for lost
ground. More likely, Santorum
could hope to close the gap on
Romney by winning in Missouri, Illinois, Louisiana, and/or
Wisconsin in the coming weeks.
However, without some big
wins, he’ll be left in the dust.
This should come as no
surprise to those following the
race. What may be surprising is
how long it’s taking for Republicans to find the right man for
the job. After giving the Democrats a proper spanking in the
2010 Senate and House elections, it seemed that they had a
solid chance of taking back the
White House. But Party politicians have refused give Republican voters what they want, a
strong candidate who could win
in a general election.
Romney hasn’t crossed the
halfway mark to 1144 delegates
yet because Republican voters
have been too busy trying to find
their perfect fit for the Oval Office, something their party should
have been producing over the last
year. Instead of making a consolidated effort to trump Obama in
November it seems Romney may
end up becoming the John Kerry
of 2012, hoping to get “the lesser
of two evils” vote.
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Things I
Still Haven’t
Learned
at
Covenant
In Defense of Israel
Iran-resist.com

by Joanna Ganger

by Thomas Holcombe

To the casual observer of world news,
the reports coming out of the Middle
East can and should be alarming.
As Iran inches closer to obtaining
a fully functional nuclear bomb, the
government in Tel Aviv is taking an
increasingly harder line. Let’s back up
a ways, though, to begin.
From its birth as a nation in the
aftermath of World War II, Israel
has always been surrounded on all
sides by hostile nations actively
seeking its destruction. Most notably the Six Day War, fought in
June 1967, and the Yom Kippur
War, fought in October 1973,
featured coalitions of Arab states,
led by Egypt and Syria initiating
conflict against the Israelis. Since
then, Israel has suffered unnumbered terrorist attacks against its
people at the hands of Hezbollah, a terrorist group based out of
Lebanon, and Hamas, a Palestinian terrorist group. I’m not here to
argue the politics of Israel’s statehood, rather what I want to show
you is what Israel is up against.
The two terrorist groups
mentioned above actively call for
the destruction of Israel and the
murder of all Jews. Between 2001
and 2008, over 10,300 mortar and
rocket attacks were fired from
Gaza into Israel. Gaza is a twelve
mile strip of land at the southern
end of Israel where many Palestinians reside. In the time period
from 2000-2007, 140 suicide
bombings occurred within Israel

killing over 540 individuals.
Just imagine if the city of Chattanooga launched four rocket attacks
onto Lookout Mountain every day,
and you can begin to get an idea
of what that statistic means. Now
also imagine that after every rocket
attack and every death, the people of
Chattanooga danced in the streets
and burned Covenant flags. One last
thought experiment: imagine that as
a collective student body, we decided
to band together for self-defense,
arm ourselves, and head down to
Chattanooga to root out the attackers. Our “allies” in the Tennessee
government give us some intelligence and weapons while condemning the violence that we “incite.”
Furthermore, all the other state
governments told you that Covenant
brought the attacks on themselves.
Now, before I get attacked for
overlooking the reported human
rights violations on the part of
Israel, let me just say this: reports
of the torture of prisoners in
Israeli prisons, whether true or
not, is something that occurs in
most non-Western countries. As
an aside, look up “rendition,” the
policy by which the US shipped
off its prisoners to other countries
for “interrogation,” and you’ll see
what I mean. Furthermore, among
some of the other autocratic
Middle Eastern regimes, especially
Syria and Iran, far more egregious
violations are committed on a daily
basis. Look up YouTube videos of
Syrian tanks firing on residential
homes — the violence is appalling.

Flash forward to the present. As
a presidential nominee, Obama
called for diplomatic engagement
with Iran to halt its nuclear program. How did they respond? By
continuing to work towards building a nuclear bomb. Now, some
may say that Obama’s sanctions on
Iran have slowed progress towards
their nuclear program, and I would
agree with them. However, the
Obama administration has yet to
prove that they have the figurative
spine to take a hard line with Iran.
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Iran’s
president and a known Holocaust
denier, has called for Israel to be
wiped off of the map. And just
recently, a UN report came out and
said that Iran’s nuclear program
was just months away from obtaining a fully functional nuclear
bomb. A nuclear-armed Iran is
without a doubt, the most existential threat to the security and very
livelihood of Israel. A nucleararmed Iran is also without a doubt
the single easiest way to destabilize
what relative stability there is left
in the Middle East, send oil and
gas prices ever higher, and erase all
of our diplomatic gains we have
made in Iraq in the past ten years.
It’s time for the US to take up
the cause of its only true ally in
the Middle East. It’s time for the
politicians in Washington to drop
the politics at our nation’s shores
and disarm the Iranian regime.
Not only is a nuclear-free Iran
good for Israel and the US, it’s
good for the world.

Things I still haven’t learned
at Covenant over the last
few years:
• Why so few people actually
have Southern accents. Are
we in the South or not?
• Why Dr. Crossman thinks
his music helps us do our
12 minute runs faster.
• Why the Bradford pear
trees look so beautiful, but
smell so awful.
• Why all the noise always
starts after quiet hours begin. Actually, does anyone
know what quiet hours are?

Bafa Bafa game during
orientation week.

• Why we have a Covenant
Ride Board. You’d be better
off hitch-hiking.
• How Catacombs has time
to do anything else besides
planning pranks.
• How seniors ever survived
before the era of John
Holberg.
• Whether Miss Barbara
from the Great Hall is
related to Mrs. Potts.
• Why Andreas has so many
windows on the first floor.
Are they just really vain?

• Why only certain people
frequent the Crater.

• Why the Com Dev professors are all over six feet tall.

• Why Covenant has a golf
team, but not a football
team. Isn’t that what college is all about?

• What happens to all the
well-dressed, mature scholarshippers once they get
admitted.

• Whether the blasting loud
music constantly playing
in the Blink is to prevent
eavesdropping, or whether
the employees just like to
sing along without anyone
hearing them.

• Whether it ’s the bagpipe
music, school pride or the
sight of our professors
looking so humble in their
regalia that makes your
heart swell every year at
convocation.

• Who started the rumor that
tornadoes don’t touch down
on mountains.
• Who enjoyed playing the

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Opinions, please contact Opinions editors S. Bestvater or M. Prentis at sam.bestvater@covenant.edu or mitch.prentis@covenant.edu
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Spring

Break
by Peter Wilkerson
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TakeYour March Madness Pick
by Nate Drexler

Time for some March Madness
guidance.
#1 Seeds
I might be an old homer, but the
fact that the Spartans got the nod
over Mizzou is a travesty. The
Tigers had plenty of quality wins,
including three over Baylor, a conference tournament championship
of their own, and, oh yeah, they beat
Kansas. Perhaps next year when
Missouri is playing in the SEC they
will receive due respect. Can you
think how many times a 30-win
team from a major conference was
not a number one seed? I can’t. This
is madness, and not the good kind.
Brackets
I get the excitement of filling out a
few brackets. It’s fun to pump your
fists after a big upset and exclaim
boldly, “I called that!” In fact, I have
no real problem with guys (and gals)
filling out brackets. It’s a tradition,
after all. The thing I can’t stand is
when people think it makes them
smart when their picks work out. So
if you’re one of those idiots, please refrain from speaking to me until April.
I’ll say this—I don’t fill out brackets.

It ruins the tournament for me. Let’s
say I pick Vanderbilt to beat Harvard
in the first round because Vanderbilt
is better than Harvard. Then let’s say
someone at Harvard goes Linsanity
on everyone and steals it from Vandy.
That busts my bracket. It pisses me
off. It ruins everything. Now let’s
pretend I don’t fill out a bracket and
the same thing happens. Well that’s
great. That’s March Madness. That’s
what makes skipping school worthwhile. Rest assured, people, civilian
bracketing sucks all the joy out of the
NCAA tournament. Don’t fall victim
yet again (unless you stand to win a
bunch of money).
Sleeper Picks
If you do happen to fill out a
bracket, heed some advice from
this column. You want Mizzou in
your final four, expect Syracuse to
get beat, look out for Vanderbilt,
Duke is done in the second round,
Kentucky is for real, Baylor is not,
and don’t sleep on Memphis.
Dips and Parties
Don’t be that guy who sits in class
and watches a live feed from the
tournament on your laptop. Just
skip school. It’s one day, and it’s a
ton of basketball. It doesn’t help

anyone to try to do both. I had
this teacher in high school who
would put the games on between
classes and as we rolled into class
he would turn it off. It just makes
everyone antsy. Take the day off,
find a nice couch to sit on, crank
out some dip, order some pies, and
live the dream for one day.
Duke and UNC
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it
again— it is totally uncalled for to
fake allegiance to one of these schools.
If you’re from the North Carolina
area, fine. If your parents went to one
of the schools, fine. If you’re a former
player and have a genuine and wellunderstood respect of Coach K and
his body of work, fine. If you like their
colors or think their gym is pretty…
not fine. If you had a buddy from
high school that went to Duke and
you want to live vicariously through
him because you’re mad you didn’t go
to a bigger school… not fine. Posers
come out in droves this time of year,
and if you’re one of those posers I’m
exhorting you to stop. You’re not part
of the rivalry if you don’t have genuine
ties to one of the schools.
Snack Ideas
I go for the salsa dip usually, but one

tends to miss some of the action
when they are constantly absorbed
with dipping a chip. Opt for easier
snacks that come straight out of the
bag. Combos, Doritos, Oreos, and
pretzel rods. If you're going to go
the hot food route, plan ahead.
Amateur Basketball
I won’t belabor this point. I’d like
to go on record to tell those still
reading that college basketball
is not as quality as professional
basketball. I’ve heard all the arguments and none of them fly. “It’s
a team game; these kids care way
more since they aren’t getting a
paycheck; they actually play defense.” I’ll battle you on each one
of those points. Bring it. With that
in mind, watch this tournament
with new and developed sense of
reality. These guys are better than
you and me, but there are very few
of these guys who even have the
skill set to play at the NBA level.
Predictions
The Final Four will feature Kentucky,
Mizzou, UNC and Floria. Kentucky
will beat UNC in the Finals, and
then will send two or three guys to
the NBA and ante up for next year.

While most of us were able to get
away for SB2012 to slam some
good meals and sunny beaches,
some stayed up on the mountain
to continue their sports seasons. A
number of girls stayed behind to
continue training and playing with
the ladies’ softball team. Their spring
break culminated in a double header
against an undefeated Birmingham
Southern University squad.
Covenant’s senior ace Chelsea
Kraft pitched the first game beautifully, and senior Beth Harris and junior Courtney Wagoner kept a strong
pace for the Scots’ offense. Covenant
took the first game 3-1, and the second proved to be even more thrilling.
Freshman Corri Hilt continued the
dominant pitching, and once again,
Beth Harris came through with
clutch hitting, scoring a solo home
run for the go-ahead score. Chelsea
Kraft then made another appearance
as the closer for the Scots, closing out
the Panthers 3-2. With the two huge
weekend victories the Lady Scots
move to 5 and 4 on the year.
Unbeknownst to most Scots fans,
last year the Lady Scots softball team
held one of the best records of any Scots
program at 22-14.They also won the
Mid-East Region.The core of last year’s
team returned this season headlined by
Seniors Chelsea Kraft, Beth Harris and
Christine Core. Coach Sara Russell has
done a phenomenal job of coaching the
Lady Scots over the past few seasons
and received the honor of the Mid-East
Region Coach of the Year.
The only thing these Scots seem
to be missing is a student fan base.
They’ve worked hard to earn our
respect and it’s time we acknowledge
their achievements. Go to some
games, dish out some high fives, and
let me hear a “Woot woot!” The Lady
Scots return to Lookout Mountain
Saturday with a double header against
Agnes Scott University.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for the Sports Section of the Bagpipe, please contact Sports Section editor John Drexler at john.drexler@covenant.edu

